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Sexual harassment and its legal consequences (disciplinary responsibility in employment, 
liability for damages) are not explicitly regulated by Slovene labour legislation in force. Such 
harassment would, in the event of a labour dispute, have to be dealt with in the framework of 
terms " non-discrimination" and/or "violation of the right to privacy". (The first concept that 
also comprises the notion of sexual harassment will be regulated in Articles 6 and 80 of the 
new Employment Act.) 
 
The legal basis for decisions reached by labour courts would therefore be international treaties 
ratified by the Republic of Slovenia. These are chiefly: Articles 8 and 14 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its Protocols, Article 26, 
paragraph 1 of the European Social Charter (protection against sexual harassment in the 
workplace), Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (prohibition 
of arbitrary and unlawful interference with a person's private life) and Article 2, paragraph 2 
of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 
 
Sexual harassment related to employment within the meaning of the above provisions would 
be sexual harassment and/or harassment in the workplace or employment that is based on sex 
and in which a person who is the harassed person's superior or to whom the harassed person is 
subordinated in some other way, takes advantage of his or her position and influence in order 
to engage in such harassment. 
 
Slovenia's labour courts have, to date, not dealt with sexual harassment related to 
employment. The subject of dispute therefore has not been harassment among employed 
persons. Two disputes have reached final conclusion in which the employer (a school) passed 
a disciplinary measure terminating the employment of two teachers who had sexually 
harassed (abused) pupils of both sexes. The court upheld the disciplinary measure passed by 
the employer. Another similar labour dispute is still pending. 
 
Liability for damages for sexual harassment related to employment would have to be 
governed by the provision contained in Article 4, item 2 of the Labour and Social Courts Act 
("property right or another individual employment right") and Article 134 of the Code of 
Obligations (Official Gazette of the RS, No. 83/2001) which deals with the demand to 
terminate the violation of personal rights (former provision contained in Article 157 of the 
Obligations Act). In accordance with the second paragraph of the above article, the court may 
award damages to the harassed person. 
 
Criminal liability for sexual harassment related to the employment could be established 
according to Article 181 (sexual violence) or Article 184 (violation of general inviolability 
through abuse of position) of the Penal Code of the Republic of Slovenia. 



 
 


